
Curriculum Vision in Stars 

Enable 

 Through differentiation across subjects and topics. 

 Classroom organisation – accessible and structured. Children can get the equipment 
needed with minimum fuss. They are expected to resolve simple organisational 
issues themselves. 

 Developing a growth mindset - part of becoming a resilient learner is  learning from 
our mistakes and having another go – i.e. register time work often involves 
responding to purple pen with fresh eyes. 

 A strong focus on teaching of phonics skills, basic grammar and comprehension 
enable children to develop the necessary literacy skills to read, retrieve and interpret 
information for life-long learning. 

 The teaching of Talk For Writing  along with British Signalong allows children to 
develop a wider vocabulary and an understanding of story structure. It gives them the 
opportunity to develop their own literary creativity in a variety of styles using learnt 
skills.  

 Children feel safe because we have an established routine, particularly first thing in 
the morning which helps them settle into the day and feel ready for learning. 

 High expectations and implementation of behaviour policy enables all learners to 
access learning. Good manners are taught and a requirement of pupils. We talk 
about our feelings and those of others linked to this. 

 Links are made to the local community, including families, businesses, charitable 
organisations and artists. 

 Children are actively welcomed each morning with sign language, greeting each 
other in a language of their choice. Class teacher establishes friendly relationships 
with younger siblings on the playground and is making nursery visits to future 
Reception children. 

 Children’s interests are followed particularly in reception but also for special off-
timetable child led days. 

Enrich 

 Curriculum enriched with visitors during first part of year as children settle in – 
including visits by local charities, family members, experts in their fields, businesses 
and members of the community. We also make visits to local businesses, 
educational sites  and artists as the year progresses. 

 Special off timetable days allow children to follow their own interests and deepen 
their understanding in a hands-on and engaging way. 

 Development of 3 year rolling programme designed to inspire, engage and create 
lines of enquiry.  

 Families are made to feel welcome not only on the playground but also by invitation 
to seasonal or topic events. These events are always very well supported!! It’s 
essential for families to feel a part of learning in school.  

Extend 

 In reception, children self-assess their adult-led tasks and are keen to achieve as 
highly as they can. 

 Pupils in years 1 and 2 also use self-assessment strips across the subjects and are 
motivated to do their best. In this spirit they can choose their level of challenge in all 
lessons, and by year 2 are self-differentiating appropriately most of the time. 

 Systematically introducing a wide and varied vocabulary has extends  not only the 
children’s reading and writing skills but their overall communication and ability to self-
express.  

 


